With the growing interest in open source software in general and business process management and workflow systems in particular, it is worthwhile investigating the state of open source workflow management. The plethora of these offerings (recent surveys such as [4, 6] , each contain more than 30 such systems) triggers the following two obvious questions: (1) how do these systems compare to each other; and (2) how do they compare to their commercial counterparts. To answer these questions we have undertaken a detailed analysis of three of the most widely used open source workflow management systems [1] : jBPM 4 , OpenWFE 5 , and Enhydra Shark 6 . Another obvious candidate would have been the open-source workflow management system YAWL (www.yawlfoundation.org). However, given the the authors' close involvement in the development of YAWL, we did not include it in our evaluation.
This analysis was based on the workflow patterns framework [2] . This framework provides a collection of generic constructs which recur in a workflow context. It is divided into control-flow, data, and resource patterns based on the process perspectives outlined in [3] . A patterns-based analysis is guided by explicit evaluation criteria which are identified for each pattern. It aims to investigate the ability of a workflow system to support each of the patterns that have been identified and is based on the premise that each pattern describes a feature that it is desirable to support in a business process context. Hence, the workflow patterns framework is not concerned with expressive power, but rather with suitability (see e.g. [5] ).
We choose to use the workflow patterns as the basis for our investigation because it is a well established framework that is widely used for WFMS evaluations (as evidenced by the numerous references to it). There are already a substantial number of evaluations of contemporary offerings based on the patterns and they provide an effective means of comparing the capabilities of differing systems on a neutral basis. For the purposes of this analysis, the results from some of these earlier evaluations (i.e., Staffware, WebSphere MQ and Oracle BPEL PM) are added to the results from the analysis of open source systems summarized here. The investigation was undertaken as follows. Solutions for each of the 126 patterns were sought in each of the tools evaluated. Where successfully identified, they were deployed and tested. The initial results were summarised and each of the system vendors/developers was invited to provide feedback on their accuracy. On the basis of these responses, a final set of results were agreed upon and they were comprehensively documented in the form of a technical report [7] . Tables 1-3 summarise the main findings. Overall, one can conclude that the range of constructs supported by the three systems is somewhat limited, although OpenWFE tends to offer a considerably broader range of features than jBPM and Enhydra Shark.
From a control-flow standpoint, jBPM and Enhydra Shark support a relatively limited set of control-flow operators (offering little support for patterns other than those related to basic control-flow). OpenWFE offers broader support for variants of the partial join and discriminator constructs and also for controlled task concurrency (i.e. multiple instance tasks).
For the data perspective, all three offerings support a limited range of data element bindings and rely heavily on case-level data elements. However, whilst simplistic, the data passing strategies employed in all three systems are reasonably effective and include consideration of important issues such as inline data manipulation when data elements are being passed. There are limited capabilities for handling external data interaction without utilising programmatic extensions. Another area of concern relates to shortcomings when dealing with parallelism of data manipulation (i.e. data is lost either because parallel updates on it are ignored, or because some of the updates are overwritten). For the resource perspective, only simple notions of work distribution are supported and typically only one paradigm exists for work item routing in each offering. There is no support for any form of work distribution based on organizational criteria, resource capabilities or execution history. All three offerings provide relatively simple facilities for work item management e.g., (for two of them) there is no ability to configure work lists at resource or system level, no notion of concurrent work item execution and no facilities for optimizing work item throughput (e.g. automated work item commencement, chained execution). One area where OpenWFE demonstrates noticeably better facilities is in terms of the range of detour patterns (e.g. deallocation, reallocation) that it supports.
When it comes to comparing the state-of-the-art in open source workflow systems to that in proprietary systems, the results in Tables 1-3 show that none of the offerings stands out as being clearly superior to the others, although it can be argued that Oracle BPEL PM demonstrates a marginally wider range of features, whilst Enhydra Shark and jBPM clearly lag behind in terms of overall patterns support. Oracle BPEL PM and OpenWFE tend to demonstrate broader pattern support in their corresponding tool classes (i.e. open-source vs proprietary), especially in the control-flow perspective. Moreover, it can also be observed that the proprietary tools are generally better equipped in the resource perspective and better able to support interaction with the external environment, whereas the open-source systems essentially rely on their users having programming experience (e.g., Java) to achieve the required integration with other systems. In the data perspective jBPM clearly lags behind the other offerings.
Overall one can conclude that the open source systems are geared more towards developers than towards business analysts. If one is proficient with Java, jBPM may be a good choice, although if not, choosing jBPM is less advisable. Similarly, whilst OpenWFE has a powerful language for workflow specification in terms of its support for the workflow patterns, we postulate that it will be difficult to understand by nonprogrammers. Finally, Endydra Shark's minimalistic support for the workflow patterns may require complicated work arounds for capturing nontrivial business scenarios.
